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Designing and Implementing a State
Court ODR System: From
Disappointment to Celebration
David Allen Larson*
INTRODUCTION

For the past two and one-third years I have had the pleasure of working with
the New York State Unified Court System to design and implement an online dis
pute resolution (ODR) platform. It truly has been an interesting, educational, at
times character-building, and ultimately tremendously valuable experience. This
article will share specific design components from the ODR platforms we proposed
as well as some of the critical lessons I learned. The hope is that it will be helpful
to those either contemplating or in the process of implementing a court-integrated
ODR system.
State court systems rather suddenly are showing a tremendous interest in adopt
ing court-integrated ODR systems. 1 I have been involved with ODR system design
* Professor of Law; John H. Faricy Jr. Chair for Empirical Studies; Senior Fellow, Dispute Resolu
tion Institute Mitchell Hamline School of Law; Saint Paul, Minnesota; david.larson@mitchellham- line.edu
1. According to one of the most helpful websites for finding cutting-edge information about ODR, 46 court
systems now are using ODR:
I. British Columbia Civil Resolution Tribunal (Province-wide)
2. Clark County Family Court (Las Vegas, NV)
3. Franklin County Small Claims (Columbus, Ohio)
4. Fulton County Small Claims (Atlanta, GA)
5. Ohio Court of Claims (Statewide)
6. Ottawa County Family Court Compliance (Grand Rapids, Michigan)
7. Travis County Small Claims (Austin, TX)
8. Utah Courts Small Claims (Statewide)
9. Tlaxcala Supreme Court (Mexico)
10. Faulkner and Van Buren County District Courts (Faulkner and Van Buren County, AR)
11. Sherwood District Court (Sherwood, AR)
12. DeKalb County State Court - Traffic Division (DeKalb County, GA)
13. Village of Ford Heights (Cook County, IL)
14. Jefferson County District Court (Louisville, KY)
15. 15th District Court (Ann Arbor, Ml)
16. 74th District Court (Bay County, Ml)
17. I 0th District Court (Calhoun County, MI)
18. 65A District Court (Clinton County, Ml)
19. Clinton Township, MI (41B District Court)
20. 54B District Court (East Lansing, Ml)
21. 21st District Court (Garden City, Ml)
22. 20th Circuit Court (Grand Haven, Ml)
23. 61st District Court (Grand Rapids, Ml)
24. 31st District Court (Hamtramck, Ml)
25. 32A District Court (Harper Woods, Ml)
26. 30th District Court (Highland Park, Ml)
27. 55th District Court (Ingham County, Ml)
28. 22nd District Court (Inkster, Ml)
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for almost twenty years, and for the great majority of that time all the significant
progress came from independent private sector alternative dispute resolution pro
viders such as Modria (now part of Tyler Technologies Inc) 2 and SmartSettle 3 ,or
business-specific embedded systems like the one for eBay. Courts systems now are
increasingly interested in ODR, which is significant because sustainability has been
one of the greatest challenges for private independent ODR providers. The financial
support that a judicial system can offer makes it easier to build and maintain an
ODR system. The article also will describe my experience as the System Designer
for the New York State Unified Court System. The details for those proposed
designs and the lessons learned should help those moving forward with similar pro
jects.
I became involved in New York's ODR project in October 2016 as the Ameri
can Bar Association liaison for an Enterprise Fund Award that the ABA provided to
New York to assist in creating a pilot ODR system. The grant was titled "Ex
panding Access to Legal Services through the Advancement of Court-Annexed
Online Dispute Resolution." The ABA sections that participated in the grant appli
cation included my section, the Section of Dispute Resolution, the Judicial Division,
the Young Lawyers Division, the ABA Fund for Justice and Education, the Section
of Science & Technology Law, and the Commission on the Future of Legal Ser
vices. I have invested almost two thousand hours in this project, so it obviously is
very important to me. The following article is based my own observations and con
clusions and was not written on behalf of the New York State Unified Court System.
NEW YORK STATE UNIFIED COURT SYSTEM-ONLINE CREDIT CARD
DEBT COLLECTION

My first direct exposure to the New York project was at an October 2016 ori
entation meeting with the New York staff employees who would be working on the

29. 12th District Court (Jackson County, Ml)
30. 4th Circuit Court (Jackson, Ml)
31. 62B District Court (Kentwood, Ml)
32. City of Lansing - Income Tax Division (Lansing, Ml)
33. 54A District Court (Lansing, Ml)
34. 16th District Court (Livonia, Ml)
35. Ist District Court (Monroe County, Ml)
36. 50th District Court (Pontiac, Ml)
37. 46th District Court (Southfield, Ml)
38. 23rd District Court (Taylor, Ml)
39. 14A District Court (Washtenaw County, MI)
40. Washtenaw County Friend of the Court (Washtenaw County, MI)
41. 29th District Court (Wayne, MI)
42. 14B District Court (Ypsilanti Township, MI)
43. Cleveland Municipal Court (Cleveland, OH)
44. Franklin County Municipal Court (Franklin County, OH)
45. Farmers Branch Municipal Court (Farmers Branch, TX)
46. Hartford and New Haven Connecticut
See Online Dispute Resolution Spreading in Courts, NAT'L CTR. FOR TECH. & DISP. RESOL. (Mar. 20,
2019), http://odr.info/.
2. TYLER TECHNOLOGIES, https://www.tylertech.com/products/modria (last visited Apr. 25, 2019).
3. SMARTSETTLE, https://smartsettle.com (last visited Apr. 25, 2019).
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project. Assistant Deputy Counsel Diana Colon was assigned leadership responsi
bility for the project. 4 Ms. Colon did not have a background in or experience with
ODR before the project began. But she worked diligently to educate herself and
assumed primary responsibility for moving the project forward. She has devoted a
remarkable amount of time and energy to the two New York ODR projects (both
are discussed below) and any success that an ODR project achieves will be in large
part a result of her efforts.
Vikki Rogers was the other critical contributor during the first year of the pro
ject. During the summer of 2016, the American Bar Association was deciding what
project it should support with an Enterprise Grant. Ms. Rogers and I suggested an
ODR pilot project. After several meetings and much consultation, the American
Bar Association decided to offer a grant to the New York State Unified Court Sys
tem to design and implement an ODR platform. Although we both were very ex
cited about the project, we also both were hesitant to make a commitment because
we worried it might take much more time than we anticipated. Ms. Rogers and I
both were employed in fulltime positions at the Elisabeth Haub School of Law at
Pace University and the Mitchell Hamline School of Law, respectively. We were
so excited about the project, however, that we agreed to serve as the ABA liaisons.
It is fair to say that our concerns about the time commitment were well
founded. Ms. Rogers and I each spent approximately 1,000 hours on the New York
project that first year alone. Ms. Rogers had numerous significant responsibilities
at Pace University, but nonetheless was devoted to the subject matter and the pro
ject. Working our way through the New York state credit card debt collection reg
ulatory environment was extremely challenging. Among other tasks, Ms. Rogers
devoted significant time to creating a detailed hierarchal "mind map" to identify
and capture the numerous state, county, and city-mandated consumer protections
and debt collector requirements. 5 Unfortunately for everyone who remained in
volved with the New York project, Ms. Rogers accepted a new employment posi
tion at the end of the first year. She no longer had the time or the flexibility neces
sary to work on the project and she had to withdraw. Her leadership and contribu
tions were significant, and her expertise was missed after she withdrew.
One reason that court systems are experimenting with, or implementing, ODR
is the promise of efficiency. Low value, high volume cases that often involve un
represented litigants can consume a surprising amount of judicial time and re
sources. An ODR system may be able to intake and resolve those disputes in a more
cost-efficient manner. Additionally, there is growing acceptance of the idea that an
ODR system can increase access to justice. 6 In low value, high volume cases, un-

4. Dan Weitz, Director for Division of Professional & Court Services and Statewide ADA Coordi
nator; Barbara Zahler-Gringer, Counsel for Administration and Operations at NYS Unified Court Sys
tem; and Barbara Mule, attorney at the NYS Office for Court Administration, frequently participated in
discussions concerning the proposed ODR system.
5. When I displayed the "mind map" at a symposium held at the Ohio State School of Law, the panel
of expert presenters and the audience literally gasped at the intricate and complicated visual representa
tion.
6. Expanding Access to Justice Through Online Dispute Resolution: The Digital Edge, LEGAL TALK
NETWORK (Feb. 13, 2018), https://legaltalknetwork.com/podcasts/digital-edge/2018/02/expanding-ac
cess-to-justice-through-online-dispute-resolution/ ("And while I know some attorneys and judges and
court staff may be a little anxious seeing technology come in and disrupting the way the system has
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represented litigants often do not understand court procedures and struggle to pre
sent their cases effectively, or perhaps simply give up and do not even appear for
the hearing.
The Ohio Board of Tax Appeals, for example, uses a state-wide online dispute
resolution platform for property assessment appeals. 7 Taxpayers using the Modria
platform that Ohio has adopted begin the ODR process with a diagnosis module
that will help them determine whether it is worthwhile to move forward with an
appeal. Many cases are resolved at this initial stage. Ifthe taxpayer proceeds, Mo
dria provides the case management framework that will take the case to completion.
Taxpayers do have the opportunity for a hearing, but the Hearing Examiners use
Modria's templates and scripting to write their decisions.
At this date there is little doubt that ODR can assist unrepresented litigants,
particularly in uncomplicated cases without numerous issues. New York, in con
trast, turned to ODR to resolve a specific, and very real, crisis.
The New York pilot project has a unique genesis. Rather than experimenting
with ODR to determine whether it could improve access to justice for unrepresented
litigants in relatively straightforward cases, the New York court system decided that
its ODR system should focus exclusively on credit card debt collection cases. 8
I learned at my first meeting in October 2016 that credit card debt collection
was going to be the case-type for the ODR system. I expressed my concern that the
subject matter was too regulated and complicated and not the appropriate subject
for a pilot ODR project. The New York staff explained that consumer debt was
chosen because of the significant numbers of unrepresented litigants in these case
types who do not have access to legal representation. 9
The New York court system was not mistaken in its recognition that the credit
card debt collection process in New York is deeply flawed. When debt holders sue
consumers, only four percent of consumer defendants are represented by counsel.
Consumer defendants frequently do not file answers in debt collection lawsuits for a
variety of reasons. 10 Although New York recognizes that there is a problem with some
process servers who never actually serve defendants ("sewer service") and does have
a two-step process wherein the court mails out a second notice to the defendant,
individuals still may not receive that second notice or may not have the time or
resources to leave their employment or home and travel for a court hearing. Debt
collectors regularly obtain default judgments, which then allows debt holders to
attach wages, seize property, and seriously damage consumers' credit histories.
worked, Ibelieve if we get ahead of it and we think creatively about it, this is going to be a huge expan
sion in access to justice, particularly for people that have not been able to make use of the services of the
court in the past.").
7. Robert Ambrogi, Tax Boards Use an Online System to Resolve Disputes, ABA J. (Mar. 2015),
http://www.abajournal.com/magazine/article/tax_boards_use_an_online_system_to_resolve_disputes/.
8. PERMANENT COMMISSION ON ACCESS TO JUSTICE, REPORT TO THE CHIEF JUDGE OF THE STATE
OF NEW YORK 31 (2015), http://ww2.nycourts.gov/sites/default/files/document/files/2018-04/2015 _Ac
cess_to_Justice-Report-V5.pdf ("Consumer debt has emerged as an area that would be particularly ap
propriate for a pilot ODR program, available to both represented and unrepresented parties. Low-income
parties are generally without counsel in these proceedings and many such proceedings are brought in
small claims parts.").
9. See id.
10. N.Y. APPLESEED, DUE PROCESS AND CONSUMER DEBT: ELIMINATING BARRIERS TO JuSTICE IN
CONSUMER CREDIT CASES 22 (2010), https://www.appleseednetwork.org/\vp-content/uploads/2012/05
/Due-Process-and-Consumer-Debt.pdf ("In cases filed in the five boroughs in October 2008, only 7.4%
of consumer debt defendants filed an answer.").
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The ODR pilot project would attempt to determine whether default rates could be
reduced and consumers' access to justice could be increased via an online dispute
resolution system. Clearly this is a commendable goal, but it created substantial
regulatory compliance challenges and unanticipated resistance.
Because credit card debt collection is so heavily regulated, at that first meeting
in October 2016 I suggested that New York instead should focus on small claims
cases. But the court system wanted to address the very real consumer debtor access
to justice problem. Consequently, the subject matter for the pilot ODR project in
New York was going to be credit card debt collections.
THE PROPOSED ODR DESIGN FOR THE NEW YORK STATE UNIFIED
COURT SYSTEM

A comprehensive conceptual design was drafted to guide the development and
implementation of the New York ODR system. To be as thorough as possible,
eighteen months were spent outlining the details of the current New York debt col
lection process, listening to every ODR provider that could be identified, communi
cating with a wide range of stakeholders, and coordinating with New York court
staff.
One of the difficulties with designing a court-integrated ODR process is that
the ODR process must be seamlessly integrated into the existing court management
system. Either that, or the court management system itself must be modified. The
New York State Unified Court System is not fully digitized, so it was necessary to
determine whether each specific step in the process would be managed digitally or
manually. There was no way around the fact that the case processing system would
be dependent at times on manual support.
Mnaging each step in the process therefore requires close attention to detail.
Determining how to initiate an ODR process when a court filing and management
system is not fully digitalized, for instance, requires some creativity. The working
premise in New York was that, first, complaints will have to be filed in person with
the Civil Court of the City of New York (New York Civil Court) by creditors or
debt buyers' legal counsel (plaintiff). The Court then will mail the defendant addi
tional notices about the claim and the availability of an ODR process. A sixty-day
window will be created before the answer must be filed, starting on the day that
. process is served and not the day that the defendant receives the New York Civil
Court-mailed notice of the claim. The sixty-day window is available only for con
sumer defendants using the pilot ODR system and must be created to give the par
ties enough time to work through their dispute using the ODR platform. For in
person cases, the typical window of twenty or thirty days (depending on the mode
of service) would still be controlling. Ifa resolution is not achieved using the ODR
platform during the sixty-day window period, then the defendant will revert to the
traditional process and file the answer in person at the New York Civil Court.
Decisions and adjustments unique to each court system may have to be made
when designing a court-integrated ODR system. New York is not unique. There
will be challenges in every court system. But whatever design is chosen, it must be
understandable and easy to follow. And it is important to ensure that individuals
who begin to use the ODR platform continue to conclusion. Engagement is critical.
When considering what would be included in a request for proposals to build the
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ODR system, we encouraged proposals intended to facilitate consumer engagement
with the ODR system.
Yet one can never lose sight of the fact that there always is "the ideal," and
then "the real." Any court system considering ODR that, like the New York Civil
Court, is not fully digitalized will have to remind the individuals and organizations
submitting proposals to build the system to the courts' specific limitations.
The following discussion does not capture every detail considered for the New
York ODR credit card debt collection pilot project. And although it closely follows
the proposed conceptual design for the ODR platform, it is not a verbatim presen
tation of that design. It does provide a guide, however, for many of the issues and
challenges confronted when constructing any court-integrated ODR system and, in
particular, an ODR credit card debt collection system.
As described above, in New York an ODR case will begin offline. After the
parties agree to participate, then the ODR platform must assume responsibility for
the parties and help them move towards resolution. The material immediately fol
lowing includes excerpts from the conceptual design, which are printed in italics,
supplemented by my commentary.
Invitation

The conceptual design begins with an invitation to experienced providers and
designers to submit proposals to build a court annexed online dispute resolutionfor
consumer credit card claims. The invitation was never issued, but an invitation was
created for a different, second case type (discussed at the conclusion of this article).
The invitation for the credit card cases would have been similar. That 'invitation
stated:
• The system should be hosted in the cloud and available to users on the
internet using secure protocols (HTTPS).
• Hosting services should be in a secure environment. Proposals should
describe how vendors protect their servers and databases from unauthorized access and data loss. Data attributable to a specific individual or that
could be used to identijj; an individual will not be made publicly available,
nor will it be sold or used outside of the ODR system. Data should not
leave the United States. Vendors should regularly scan their systems for
security vulnerability. NY UCS should be able to scan vendor's system or
vendor should send NY UCS vendor's security check results.
• The system should be mobile-friendly and have a responsive design.
• The system should be able to be expanded to have multi-language capabilities in thefuture.
• The system should be able to provide guided pathways scaled for small
claims cases.
• The system should be intuitive and have a simple design that minimizes the
number of clicks per activity, pre-populates fields with available data,
minimizes duplicity and eliminates excessiveforms.
• The system should have a mechanism for secure document upload and
download.
• The system should have a mechanism for reporting problems.
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The system will provide an online financial gateway for the collection of
mandatory fees for each case to bepaid to the court via credit cards, bank
or debit cards and/or payment systems such as PayPal. The onlinefinancial gateway should be PC!DSS compliant.
The system should be able to provide system notifications via text and/or
email.
The system will incorporate Expert System information updates as soon as
they are provided by NY UCS.
The system should be ADA compliant and meet 508 standards. (see
https:/lwww.access-board.gov/guidelines-and-standards/communications-and-it/about-the-ict-refreshlfinal-rule/text-of-the-standards-andguidelines).
Feedback, reports and data requested by NY UCS should be in a machine
reading format, preferably XML.
Proposals should describe how vendors will work collaboratively with NY
UCS to build the software solution as efficiently as possible.
Proposals should explain whether thefollowing technology optionsfor the
small claims ODR system are available, how they might be integrated, and
provide recommendations regarding suitability for small claims court
cases:
o Artificial Intelligence
o Live Chat Capability o
Video Capability

Proposals also should offer an intuitive and simple design that minimizes the
number of clicks per activity, pre-populates fields with available data, minimizes
duplicity, and eliminates excessive forms.
The invitation is followed by a system overview.
Overview of the Conceptual Design for the ODR System
The ODR system would have a six-month pilot period and would be limited to
cases filed by a designated group of plaintiffs (creditors and debt buyers represented
by legal counsel) that have agreed to participate in the pilot. Almost all the defend
ants (consumers) in these types of cases are pro se and participation in the pilot
would not be mandatory. The consumers decide whether to participate in the ODR
system.

The consumers also will be made aware of their options to retain counsel and,

if retained, counsel may participate in theprocess.
The ODR system is not intended to digitize, automate, or replace any feature
in the current NY Court systemfor resolving consumer credit card claims. Rather,
the ODR system's goal is to increase access to justice by offering consumers an
alternative approach that will supplement and complement existing court debt collection procedures. After a claim has beenfiled, the ODR system will provide consumers with an opportunity to better understand the process and their individual
cases. It also will provide the consumer and the debt holder with online tools to
help settle the case within a limited period of time. Unless a settlement is achieved
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or the case is discontinued, the case filed in the NY Court will continue to final
disposition.
More specifically, the ODR system shall include two dispute resolution stages
with distinct user and system requirements. Stage 1 is an expert system enabling
consumers to access information concerning their alleged consumer credit card
debt. Stage 2 offers both party-to-party negotiation and mediation.
Accessing the ODR System Consumer (Defendant) Access

Consumers will be made aware that the ODR system is available via written
notice that will accompany the additional notice sent to defendants by mail pursuant to
22 NYCRR sec. 202.2 7-b (sent by the Clerk's office after plaintiffs havefiled their
case). The one-page "flier" will include information about the,ODR system and
instructions on how to access the system's landing page. Parties will have a 60day window from the date of service to resolve their disputes using the ODR platform.
Complaints will befiled inperson at the Court by creditor or debt buyer's legal
counsel (plaintiff). The Court will mail defendants additional notice about the claim
and the ODR system. Defendants will have a sixty-day window before the answer
must be filed in person at the Court. The sixty-day window is ava.ilable only for
consumers using the ODR system. (More information regarding thefiling period
can befound below.)
Plaintiff Debt Holders' Access Creditors and debt buyers are the plaintiffs in
credit card debt collection cases, and they may be plaintiffs in numerous cases. The
ODR platform must provide a way for them to remain organized. In the New York
conceptual design, plaintiffs participating in thepilot will be given a username and
password, and a web address to a landing page to sign-in and access their cases
pending on the platform.
A separate landing page for consumer/defendants also must be provided.
Landing Page for Consumers The conceptual design explains that the entire
website, including the landing page, should be designed in a manner that is both
consumer and defendant-oriented (not designed for plaintiffs). The information
should be helpfal to consumer-defendants, individuals who have not been sued, debt
holders, and anyone who wants information about debt collection and legal or financial services. The website design should foster initial engagement as well as a
user experience that cultivates continued engagement with the ODR system (as approRriate) until a satisfactory resolution is achieved. The parenthetical "as appro
priate" was inserted because situations can arise, as discussed later, where it is ap
propriate to abandon the ODR process and return to the traditional court processes.
Keeping in mind that the ODR website must be both consumer and debt holder
friendly, an ODR credit card debt collection system also must be careful to protect
consumers. One reason, for example, is because repeat-user debt holders will have
an inherent advantage over single-user consumers. The New York system design
purposely emphasizes consumer protection, which will be apparent as soon as
someone engages with the website. There was a significant concern, however, that
as a result of this effort to protect consumers, debt holders might look at the website
and perceive the system as so pro-consumer that they would refuse to support or
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use the system. Inresponse to this concern, during the more than two years of con
sulting with consumer groups, consumer advocates, and creditors, we made a con
certed effort to recognize creditors' legitimate interests. We explained to creditors
that the benefit of being able to directly engage with consumer debtors to work out
a resolution was better than spending time and resources getting a default judgment
and then trying to collect the debt.
When parties interact online, unproductive and destructive behavior is a possi
bility. New York responded to this concern by stating in its conceptual design that
whoever builds the ODR technology platform must make it clear that it is part of
the New York City Civil Court system and should be engaged in a respectful manner. Participants would be advised that there is court oversight of the platform.
Expert System Description

After consumers agree to use the ODR platform, they will be able to access an
Expert System (ES). The Expert System will provide helpful information for any
one interested in, or affected by, debt collection processes. Therefore, a court sys
tem may want to make it available to anyone who visits the website. It was antici
pated that the New York ES would offer multimedia content that could be accessed
by consumers from the landing page to facilitate their understanding of the court
processes, the ODR system, and their individual cases. Expert Systems can take
different forms. They may, for instance, follow a question-answer decision tree
model similar to what users have encountered when using software programs like
TurboTax. Users are asked a series of questions that progressively become more
focused and specific depending on the answers provided. It was envisioned that the
New York ES would make multimedia content accessible to consumers via navigation through guided pathways (following the model of progressively more specific
questions), interaction via links to materials on topical web pages, and natural language queries.
The ES should guide consumers as though they had an expert at their side. The
goal of the ES is to equip consumers with an understanding of the court process
and their options so that they can engage competently in a negotiation or mediation,
or otherwise with the plaintiff, to have their case resolved. A consumer's initial
substantive interaction with the ODR system will be through the ES, so it is critical
that thefirst impression is positive and that the user is encouraged to stay engaged.
Particular attention should be given to a user experience that compels users to take
reasonable first action toward the resolution of their dispute and encourages (incentivizes) continued engagement with the ODR system (as appropriate) until a satisfactory resolution is achieved.
The multimedia content and user inteiface should be designed in a manner that
best suits a consumer engaged in an active case.
Although each court system will have to decide who can access the ES, it was
anticipated that access to the New York ES would not be limited to consumer defendants. It instead also would be available to any individual consumers seeking
guidance related to their credit card debt. Itwas also envisioned that legal services
and other resource providers will be able to integrate the content in the ES for the
benefit of their users.
In order to improve and refine the ODR system, the ES should allow users to
provide feedback regarding the information provided and their experience more
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generally. If users opt to revert to the court process and not engagefurther in the ODR
system, then it will be very helpful if the ES can capture the reasons for this decision.

Information to Include in the Expert System
It is not an overstatement to assert that the British Columbia Civil Resolution
Tribunal may be the gold standard for an Expert System. 11 Conversations with Da
rin Thompson, Legal Counsel for the British Columbia Ministry of Justice, and a
leader in the creation of its Expert System, reveal that a knowledge engineering
process of creating detailed decision trees costs several million dollars. Their expert
system, called the Solution Explorer, offers detailed guidance about condominium
and small claims cases, Google Translate, a searchable decision database, contact
information, and step-by-step information about the Civil Resolution Tribunal pro
cess. ODR system designers are strongly encouraged to visit the website and ex
plore the thoroughness with which the Ministry has researched and addressed the
types of questions that can arise in these two areas of disputes.
Significant time was spent considering the kinds of information and support
that should be provided for the New York ODR credit card debt collection system.
As a result, the conceptual design for the New York ES includes separate subject
matter modules with the following descriptions of the type of information that needs
to be built into the ES:
• Understanding theprocess: multimedia content providing information on the
court process (including deadlines, required pleadings, and appear- ances)
and the process/options available in the ODR system. Proposals can include
development of original content or integration of contentfrom other
webpages.
• Legal referrals: multimedia content providing information on how to access appropriate legal services. Proposals do not need to include development of guided pathways to assess whether a consumer is eligible for
legal services. Proposals should consider, however, how pathways developed by other legal service providers can be integrated. The information
and options presented under this topic will be available to defendants in
the expert system at the time they set up their accounts.
These first two modules are especially important. The ODR system never was
intended to displace legal services. Instead, it was meant to supplement legal ser
vices and, in some instances, help those services become even more efficient and
productive. The legal referrals module will further the goal of increasing access to
justice by increasing access to legal services. Guided pathways and direct hyper
links can bring consumers directly to legal services when consumers may be com
pletely unaware those services exist. The next two modules address:
• Financial resources & services referrals: multimedia content providing
financial budgeting tools and general information on available resources
to manage debt (including resources on credit reporting). Proposals can
include development of original content or integrate content offered by
New York State agencies or non-profit agencies.
11. What is the Strata Solution Explorer?, Crv. RESOL. TRIBUNAL, https://civilresolutionbc.ca/how
the-crt-works/getting-started/strata-solution-explorer/ (last visited Apr. 25, 2019).
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Court support: links to, or integrates New York Civil Court resources
availablefor consumer credit card debt cases including, but not limited to,
relevant forms at Court Help (http://nycourts.govlcourthelp!IDIY!index.
shtml) and LawHelpNY Interactive (http://www.lawhelpny.org/re-source/
interactive-forms). If consumers opt to use these self-help tools, it is likely
that they will proceed with their claim in Court and abandon the
ODR system. Accordingly, the ODR system should make information in
"Understanding the Process" readily available for defendants to competently understand their rights and obligations.
User autonomy always should be a primary concern. It is important that users
do not feel they are being forced into using an ODR platform, or that their decision
to use an ODR platform is irreversible. We made certain that consumers were free
to leave the system if they believed it would be to their advantage. The fifth module
focused on:
• Consumer protection: multimedia content to make consumers aware of
consumer protection issues that are ancillary to their claim as well as resources to help deal with those issues. Proposals can include development
of original content or integrate content offered by New York State agencies
or non-profit agencies.
The dollar amount of the alleged debt never was the sole concern. The New
York ODR platform was designed to educate and assist debtors in ways that went
beyond the alleged debt. The system provided information helpful to consumers in
both the present and the future.
The next, sixth separate module addressed the critical question of whether an
uncollected debt truly existed and whether the amount of that alleged debt. was ac
curate.
• Debt Substantiation/Verification: The ODR system will facilitate direct
exchange of information about the debt between consumers and creditors
as well as between plaintiffs and defendants.
The current debt substantiation/verification sequence can be improved to better
inform consumers. Consumers do not receive this information at the same time
they are served with a debt collection complaint. In response to this problem, this
module explained that the ODR platform must accelerate the exchange of important
information to help consumers confirm the validity of the alleged debt. This module
provided additional guidance as to what should be included in the ES when it is
completed.
• Debt Substantiation: New York requires creditors and debt buyers toprovide consumers with detailed information regarding their alleged debt
upon receipt of a "debt substantiation" letter sent by the consumer (this
right exists before a case is filed against the consumer). The platform
should integrate the model letter currently available at the New York Dept.
of Financial Services.
• Verification: If a plaintiff hasfiled a Complaint, theplatform should provide a mechanism for the defendant to reach out to the plaintiff at that
point and request information verifYing their alleged debt. Plaintiffs participating in the pilot will be required to provide defendants with all the
information contained in the affidavits that presently is not required until
later. The platform should not simply provide copies or reproductions of
the affidavits to defendants (which could be confusing) but rather display
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the information contained in the affidavits in a user-friendly manner.
Plaintiff will be required to attest that the information provided is accurate.
This module added that the defendant must register at this point.
Tofacilitate the exchange of information, the defendant will be directed to register an account within the system. All parties will be alerted via email and/or text
that a new communication regarding their case has been added to the platform. If
the defendant opts to negotiate and/or mediate with the plaintiff, the platform will
pre-populate relevant and appropriate verification information into the negotiation
and/or mediation stage.
There was little doubt that requiring debt holders to provide debt verification
information earlier than currently required under existing court procedures would
significantly improve the debt collection process.
The seventh module addressed a subject arguably as important as the material
discussed in the preceding sixth module-that being, legal defenses. Individuals who
actively opposed ODR for credit card debt collection were extremely con cerned
that in a virtual space, rather than in a physical courtroom with a judge, repeatplayer sophisticated debt holders would have a tremendous advantage over single
use consumer defendants. Their concerns were well taken. Accordingly, we continued
our efforts to provide every consumer protection possible. Importantly, we wanted
to ensure that consumers were aware of available defenses, some of which are
absolute. In fact, as soon as certain defenses were found applicable, the ODR process
would terminate and the parties would return to the traditional court process. No
further negotiation was allowed. Our conceptual design mandated that regardless of
whether the court or an outside vendor built the final ES, information regarding
applicable defenses must be highlighted. This module explains what needs to be
included in the ES regarding legal defenses, as well as the reasoning behind those
requirements.
• Legal Defenses: Defenses are sometimes available that will make a debt
uncollectable. Debts may have been discharged in bankruptcy, for instance, or certain types of social security income may be protected. It is
extremely important that consumers are made aware of these defenses,
sometimes referred to as absolute defenses. Defendants will not be permitted to negotiate directly with plaintiffs on the platform if one of these
defenses is applicable; it will only be possible to exchange information.
The ODR system will provide multimedia content on available defenses,
presented via guided pathways or a comparable structure. Depending upon
defendants' responses, the ODR system should provide alerts or "red flags"
urging defendants to speak with counsel. Proposals should con- sider
whether legal informationfrom counsel can be automatically added to
guided pathways.
If a defendant asserts an absolute defense, the system should:
1) Provide afull explanation of that absolute defense and advise the defendant to seek legal counsel and/or to physically go to court.
2) Provide defendant with the option of informing the creditor that s/he intends to assert an absolute defense. If defendant chooses this option, defendant will be
directed to register an account within the system. A pre-scripted communication
(directed toplaintiff) will be suggested to defendant based on information collected
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as defendant navigates the expert system, along with an option to upload documents. Defendant should have the ability to edit the communication. Plaintiff then
will have an option to respond to the communication indicating whether it intends
to farther pursue the case, discontinue it, or request additional information. All
parties will be alerted via email and/or text when a new communication regarding
their case has been added to the platform.

The Eighth and final module states that the ES must explain all the resolution
options. A limited amount of redundancy concerning subjects such as resolution
options is desirable,
• Optionsfor Resolution: multimedia content providing overview and guidance on options for resolution including going to court, getting legal or
financial assistance "(incorporating information from topics contained
above) or negotiation or mediation via the Dispute Resolution Platform
(DRP) (described below). Selecting the option to resolve the matter will
lead defendants to the DRP.
After providing eight modules that discuss rather generally what information
needs to be included in the ES, the conceptual design then addresses ODR platform
registration requirements with more specificity. Other court systems contemplating
ODR integration should review this material to determine if they have similar con
cerns. The conceptual design first focuses on the defendant and provides the fol
lowing guidance:
The Dispute Resolution Platform (DRP) Defendant Registration
Timing
As was noted earlier, the defendant may register an account on the system to
either reach out to plaintiff to receive verification information or communicate an
absolute defense. The defendant may also register an account on the system if it opts
to negotiate and/or mediate with the plaintiff. Every defendant should only have to
register once and receive one username and password (with the ability to re-set
thepassword).
If at the time the defendant seeks to negotiate and/or mediate with the plaintiff
the defendant has not yet sought to verifY his/her debt information with theplaintiff
on theplatform, then thefirst step after registr.ation will be to send a communication
to plaintiff to verify the debt information. After receiving such information, the
parties will commence the negotiation and/or mediation phase.
Form
Consumers should be provided with an easily understandable and literacy/eve/ appropriate online registration page where they can (1) provide their name;
(2) establish a usemame and a password; (3) enter contact information (telephone
number and/or email address); (4) identify the appropriate plaintiff (via a drop
down menu of participating plaintiffs ' counsel and/or by entering case identifYing
information); and (5) insert case-identifY ing information.
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Consumers will need to authenticate their identities, e.g., via a combination of
picture and driver's license. Proposals should consider what other authentication
procedures might be desirable or preferable.
Counselfor defendants should also have the capability of registering on behalf
of their client, or in addition to their client (with the ability to access their client's
case information). In instances in which counsel have several clients using the
platform, counsel should also have the option to register once and access client
cases from the single sign-in (via e.g., a dashboard listing all their cases, or a
search feature). The system will pre-populate any relevant information to minimize
duplication.
Once consumers register, the system should state clearly and explicitly that
communication between the parties outside of the system will beprohibited.
Any proposal to build the ODR platform must keep in mind that the conceptual
design makes consumer protection a priority. Again, this includes ensuring that the
ODR system is literacy level appropriate and easy to navigate.
The conceptual design then moves to the next steps in the registration process.
Plaintiff's Counsel Registration Process

During the pilot stage we did not want to open participation to all creditors and
debt holders. Instead, the conceptual design advises vendors that prior to the launch
of thepilot, a selectfew plaintiffs will be identified toparticipate. Each participant will
need to have pre-established accounts identified by the name of the complain- ant or
the lawfirm.
The conceptual design allows parties to move to mediation if they cannot reach
a negotiated solution. Mediators and court employees who will participate on the
platform and perform functions that cannot be done using only technology must
have their own registration procedures.
Court and Mediation Center Registration Process

Relevant employees at the Court and Mediation Centers interacting with the
system will register (1) creating a usemame andpassword; (2) identifying the Court or
Mediation Center where they work (from a drop-down menu); and (3) indicating their
role (e.g., administrator, Judge, mediator). Administrators at the Court or Mediation
Center will receive an email alert when an employee has registered with the system.
The Court and Mediation Center administrators will also be able to log in to the system
and obtain access to all cases assigned and/or worked on by their personnel.
The conceptual design next emphasizes that login pages need to be engaging,
informative and not intimidating. A well-designed ODR platform must be easy to
understand and navigate. All proposals to build the ODR platform were encouraged to
provide the following specific details.
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Login Pages and Display Defendant
Defendants will be able to log into their ODR system accounts on the platform
post-registration at will and based on system notifications (sent via text and/or
email). A log-in button will be available on the landing page, and available from
email/text alerts.
Plaintiffs

Plaintiffs will have pre-established ODR system accounts (during the pilot
phase) and will be able to log into their accounts at will and based on system notifications.
Court

The Court will have a pre-established ODR system account and will be able to
log into its accounts at will and based on system notifications.
Mediation Centers

The Mediation Centers will have pre-established ODR system accounts and
will be able to log into their accounts at will and based on system notifications.
The conceptual design next explains that after logging in, the parties should be
able to view information relevant to their case.
Display after Log-In

Defendants should have access to their online "resolution room" to work out
their issue. The same online resolution room should be available to all parties (including plaintiff, legal counsel, Court administrators and Judges, and assigned Mediation Centers), but should not be available to any user that has not been granted
access to the room.
The resolution room should show contextual status information that informs
theparty and all other users about whose action is next, the action to be taken, and
the deadline for the action, as well as the consequences of not taking the ac- tion.
This next action information should be contextual, and change based on the role of
the user on the case (a mediator should see different contextual information than
theparty).
Because the defendant likely has one case pending, s/he should be immediately
directed to the online "resolution room" after log-in. Parties managing more than
one case (including the plaintiff, Mediation Centers, and Court) should be presented with a "dashboard" listing all their active cases. Cases should be organized
in terms of priority determined by relevant deadlines for response. Plaintifft, the
Court, and Mediation Centers should also have an option to searchfor a case based
on case-identifying information.
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All registration (account) information and case information consequently will
be available on a case management system existing independent of the Court's case
management system. There is no initial integration of the two systems.
It was important to remember that the ODR system cannot befully integrated
into the New York State case management system because the case management
system is notfolly digitalized.
The conceptual design next provides a short summary of the consumer debt
problem being addressed and the proposed solution.
DISPUTE RESOLUTION PROCESSES
It is necessary that vendors who are going to construct an ODR system have
some understanding of context.
Credit card debt collection practices have a troubling history. 12 In most cases
consumers targeted by those practices either have default judgments entered
against them or sign settlement agreements that may be very difficult to satisfy.
Although legal service providers offer valuable assistance, they do not have the
resources or personnel to assist each of the thousands of consumers being sued by
credit card debt collectors.
The dispute resolution processes that will be offered will be carefully designed
and implemented to (I) protect consumers' ability to control the process by which
possible settlement will be attempted, and (2)provide communication opportunities
in which any power imbalances between consumers and creditors will be mitigated.
Because single use consumers may be less experienced than creditors who may
use the system repeatedly, the system must be designed so that communications between consumers and creditors do not provide opportunities to take advantage of
consumers.
To farther protect the consistency and fairness of the process and to ensure
oversight, a creditor will not be allowed to communicate with consumers outside of
theplatform once the consumer has agreed to negotiate.
The dispute resolution section will provide for two options for on-line settlement: (I) Online Negotiation via Structured Communications; and (2) Online Mediation.
Consumers will be able to choose which settlement option to usefor their case
and will retain the option to leave the system and have their cases decided in court.

Online Negotiation

Power imbalances between parties can be exploited in virtual spaces. Therefore, the system only should permit structured negotiations rather than unmonitored
direct communications between the parties.
Every effort must be made to address power and experience imbalances. To
accomplish this goal, the New York City Civil Court is contemplating a structured
communications design rather than an open, unregulated dialogue or "chat" space.
12. See N.Y. APPLESEED, supra note 10, at 1 ("The New York City Court is at the epicenter of the
consumer credit crisis. . . . In October 2006, approximately 50,918 cases were filed in civil court in the
five boroughs. In October 2007, 56,724 cases were filed, and in October 2008, 51,949 cases were filed.
In each year, consumer debt litigations constituted approximately 40 to 60 percent of the filings.").
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The system will offer standardized language to consumers to initiate a dialogue
with creditors, for example. Any pre-scripted opening language, questions and responses in the structured communications space should balance efficiencies, neutrality and self-determination. Defendants will be able to provide a statement regarding their circumstances and non-absolute defenses by using pre-determined
text options. It also may be desirable to provide an open field for defendants to
provide additional information in their own words.
Plaintiffs then will respond with an offer. In order to ensure consistency and
fairness, the offer options likely will be pre-scripted. It may be desirable to offer an
openfield spacefor the plaintiffs to provide additional specific information. But
unless there are assurances that the information entered will not confuse defendants, then this option may not be available.
Theflow of questions and answers will be guided by information provided in
the Expert System phase. To ensure that consumers control the debt resolution process, consumers can choose the information they wish to share with the creditor
and will have opportunities to upload that information.
Rules of conduct and expectations regarding behavior need to be determined
and communicated to both consumers and creditors at the outset of the negotiation.
Any adverse consequences for failure to abide by those rules must be explained.
One goal is to ensure that the system operates efficiently. Accordingly, engagement in this space will be subject to internal time limitsfor inactivity. Theplatform
should track engagement and send notices if parties are not participating. The
ODR system should ask substantive questions to give debtors an opportunity toprovide detailed information regarding their status. The "Understanding the Process"
module in the Expert System will clarify time limits built into the different stages of
the negotiation process.
Direct communications must be closely monitored, with only certain parties
participating in each conversation. Most likely, this would be configured in thefollowing manner:
Theparties participating in thispilot project will be limited. Direct communication will occur only between plaintiffs' counsel and consumers (and/or their
counsel). The expectation is that this will be direct text and/or email based asynchronous communication.
The system will advise users that their case is confidential but could be reviewed by Court personnel as part of routine oversight review. In a continuing
effort to address power imbalances, the system should include a button to "Report
a Party" or include some other mechanism to ensure that parties know there is
oversight and that they are accountable for their conduct on the platform.
If theparties come to a resolution, answers to specific questions will auto-populate in a Settlement Agreement Template.
The New York Civil Court currently requires an a/locution procedure whereby
the terms of a proposed settlement agreement are presented to a judge. It may be
desirable, and perhaps even required, for this online dispute resolution process to
provide an equivalent opportunity. Proposals should consider how it would bepossible to offer the online equivalent of an in-person, in-court a/locution. Also consider whether it ispossible to design either a synchronous or asynchronous a/locution process that would be workable for a judiciary that already has significant
demands placed on its time and resources.
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Again, it was important to make certain that the parties could easily access as
sistance outside the platform. A "Report a Party" button is one way consumers can
quickly access support and assistance.
The in-court a/locution procedure is an attempt to protect consumers from unfair settlements. Vendors can help design aprocess that will offer comparable protection as part of the ODR system.
The Court will receive an email notification when a Settlement Agreement has
been achieved. The Court will access the Settlement Agreements by logging onto
the platform and searching /or the case, or the case will appear on the dashboard
with appropriate notification (or another equivalent option).
The conceptual plan then moved to the next stage. The ODR process would not
involve only consumers and debt holders. As mentioned above, a court-monitored
allocution process was desirable. Additionally, if the parties could not negotiate a
settlement on their own, the ODR system would offer mediation. The conceptual
plan anticipated the following mediation case assignment procedure.
Online Mediation ·

As part of the pilot, afew local Mediation Centers will register to participate,
assigning their in-house mediators to cases as they receive notifications of a case
that is assigned to the Center. When a defendant requests mediation, the system will
send out a notification to the Mediation Center that is next on a rotating list. The
Mediation Center staff will assign one of the trained mediators to mediate the case.
Each Mediation Center will have a dashboard on the system showing the cases that
are assigned to their centers. Individual mediators will create an account on the
system.
For cases that have gone through the structured negotiation process before the
assignment of a mediator, the mediator will be able to see portions of the structured
negotiation file while the case is active. Once the case is closed, the structured
negotiation file will be deleted.
The mediators participating in thepilot project are very experienced providing
in-person/ace-to-face mediations. For this reason, proposals should consider how
mediations could be held using video software. But video connections are not always reliable, may be complicated or intimidating for first time users, and may be
as difficult to schedule as face-to-face mediations. Proposals must explain how
these concerns might be addressed and should describe how asynchronous textbased mediation could be provided. They also should consider whether the system
should automatically deliver pre-scripted suggestions or instructions that mediators can edit.
Archiving the mediation: After a mediation is closed by the mediators, it is anticipated that the record of the names of the parties, a case number, the mediator
assigned, a notation regarding the outcome of the mediation process (e.g., settlement reached or not), and a copy of the settlement agreement (if one was executed)
will be maintained in the case management system.
The mediation option in an online environment offers significant opportunities
for settlement and presents unique challenges. There are the obvious time, travel, and
convenience advantages. But any system must adopt a technology available to all
users regardless of whether they access the internet via broadband, DSL, or mobile
phone. One must consider whether video connections are available and
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reliable in all locations. One also must consider whether mediators trained atfaceto-face facilitation can operate as effectively in a text-based environment. These
questions will be discussed with the vendor that is selected.
After addressing mediation, the conceptual plan then moved on to settlements.
The settlement process should proceed in a consistent, predictable manner. The
plan provided the following instructions.
Settlements
If the parties come to an agreement, then the mediator will complete a Settlement Agreement Template. The Settlement Agreement Template should appear in
the mediator's online resolution roomfor the case with names and dates pre-populated.
Final agreements will appear in the parties ' online resolution room for the
case, and parties will be able to accept and sign the settlement agreement online.
The system again will have to address the same allocution questions raised in the
structured negotiation process stage. Specifically, the New York Civil Court currently requires an allocution procedure whereby the terms of aproposed settlement
agreement are presented to a judge. It may be desirable, and perhaps even required, for this online dispute resolution process to provide an equivalent opportunity. Proposals should consider how it would bepossible to offer the online equivalent of an in-person in-court allocution and whether it ispossible to design either
a synchronous or asynchronous a/locution process that would be workable.
The Court will receive an email notification when a Settlement Agreement has
been achieved. The Court will access the Settlement Agreements by logging onto
the platform and searching for the case, or the case will appear on the dashboard
with appropriate notification (or through an equivalent option).
In the event defendants require more time before they can sign the agreement
(or would like to have an attorney review before signing), the mediator can submit
the agreement to theparties' online resolution room with an agreed upon timeframe
to respond. If the defendantfails to respond within the allotted timeframe, then the
mediator can offer to schedule another mediation session or offer the opportunity
tofinalize the agreement via the structured negotiation space.
Consumers should have multiple opportunities to reconsider their choices before reaching afinal settlement.
The conceptual design next discussed what would happen if the case was not
settled. Consumers never were going to be left without support if they did not reach
a resolution using the platform. At a minimum the following guidance would be
provided.

If Settlements are not reached

The system will calculate the remaining timefor defendant to answer the complaint and notify the defendant to go to court where the action isfiled to answer.
Finally, the conceptual design addressed more than just the system design. It
included specific requirements for potential vendors regarding timelines, financial
models, metrics and analytics.
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Proposals should include a timeline with as much specificity as possible, including the times at which certain activities will be undertaken and milestones at
which certain deliverables can be anticipated.
Financial Model

Understanding that it may be impossible at this point to include a detailed financial model, proposals should nonetheless describe in as much detail as possible
the estimated cost of building the dispute resolution system, training New York
Court personnel, and maintaining the system.
Theproposal should identifY the initial investment that New York must make
to build the system, and indicate whether maintenance costs would be shared, and
if so, include an appropriate percentage allocation. It should also state whether
afee- based structure or some other approach could be implemented to make the
system self-sustaining.
Thefinancial model should place a high value on making the cost and pricing
structure as transparent and traceable as possible.
The final subjects discussed in the conceptual plan were metrics and analytics.
Because this would be a pilot program it was extremely important to learn as much
as possible about what works, what does not, what can be improved, and how to do
so. We were very interested in the vendors' suggestions as to how we should solicit
and collect that information. They were going to be asked for proposals in very
general terms to see how they responded
Metrics and Analytics

Proposals should include types of data that will be collected and analyzed by
theplatform for the benefit of court administrators, e.g., the number of parties initiating negotiation versus settlement rate, and number of days to achieve settlement
agreements.
Lessons Learned

We spent our first-year consulting with virtually everyone in the field that could
be identified. We had numerous interactions with entities that either offer complete
ODR systems or support some level of remote or online dispute resolution. Those
entities included, for example, Modria, 13 Matterhorn/Court Innovation, 14 the British

13. TYLER TECHNOLOGIES, supra note 2. (Modria is an ODR platform created by Colin Rule and
Chittu Nagarajan that has helped bring the ODR process from the private sector to the public sector.).
14. Improve Access to Justice Via ODR, MATTERHORN BY CT. INNOVATIONS, https://getrnatter
hom.com (last visited Apr. 25, 2019) (Matterhorn is an ODR platform that can be used in small claims
court, family court, and traffic court among others. It is currently being used in ten states.).
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Columbia Civil Resolution Tribunal, SmartSettle, SettlementIQ, Guided Res
olution (Australia), 18 Trokt, 19 Pro Bono Net, 20 Civil Money Claims Online (UK),21
LegalServer, 22 the New Media Advocacy Project, 23 Neota Logic Inc.,24 CourtHelp,
25
CourtCall, 26 New York State Department of Consumer Affairs, 27 New York State
Department of Financial Services,28 LawHelpNY.org, 29 the National Center for State
Courts, 30 and the Dispute Resolution Section of the American Bar Association. 31
Darin Thompson at the British Columbia Civil Resolution Tribunal was especially
generous with his time and his staff members' time. He repeatedly made himself and
his staff members available to talk with us at length when we had questions about
specific stages in our ODR system design process. He also always was willing to
demonstrate the Civil Resolution Tribunal platform for Ms. Colon,

15. Welcome to the Civil Resolution Tribunal, CIV. RESOL. TRIBUNAL, https://civilresolutionbc.ca
(last visited Apr. 25, 2019) (Canada's ODR program is currently being used in small claims court and
for strata property. Starting in April 2019, it will also be used for claims arising from motor vehicle
accidents.).
16. SMARTSEITLE, supra note 3 (Smartsettle, created by iCan Systems, Inc. (President and Founder
Dr. Ernest Thiessen), offers a variety of product to parties, stand-alone individual, professional negotia
tors, and facilitators to be used in resolution of claims.).
17. SEITLEMENT IQ, http://www.settlementiq.com (last visited Apr. 25, 2019) ("SettlementIQ was
developed for attorneys, business professionals, and government agencies by attorneys and business ex
ecutives. It is solution that fits within your existing workflow to facilitate settlements.").
18. GUIDED RESOL., https://www.guidedresolution.com (last visited Apr. 25, 2019).
19. TROKT, http://www.trokt.org (last visited Apr. 25, 2019) (Trokt is an online platform that allows
parties fo create a legally binding agreement.·Trokt is used primarily for special needs education, access
to justice, and state and local government.).
20. Our Mission: Who WeAre & What We Do, PRO BONO.NET, https://www.probono.net ("Pro Bono
Net is a national nonprofit, founded in 1999, dedicated to increasing access to justice. Through innova
tive technology solutions and expertise in building and mobilizing justice networks, Pro Bono Net trans
forms the way legal help reaches those in low income and vulnerable communities.").
21. Welcome to Money Claim Online, HM CTS. & TRIBUNALS SERV., https://www.mon
eyclaim.gov.uk/web/mcol/welcome (last visited Apr. 25, 2019) (an online platform for the United King
dom courts that allows claimants to bring their claim for a fixed amount of money).
22. Why LegalServer, LEGALSERVER, https://www.legalserver.org (last visited Apr. 25, 2016) (Le
galServer is a case management software "[d]esigned to improve the effectiveness of data collection and
action by enhancing the process by which data is collected, stored, and used, LegalServer will facilitate
better communication, collaboration and reporting.").
23. Reframing Human Rights, NEW MEDIA ADVOC. PROJECT, https://www.nmap.co (last visited Apr.
25, 2019) (New Media Advocacy Project is a non-profit that uses film and media to advocate for human
rights).
24. NEOTA LOGIC, https://www.neotalogic.com (last visited Apr. 25, 2019) (Neota Logic is a platform
and tool set that allows attorneys to automate legal advice, process workflow and document creation.).
25. Court Help: Find the Help You Need to Represent Yourself in NY Courts, N.Y. COURTS.GOV,
https://www.nycourts.gov/courthelp/ (last visited Apr. 25, 2019) (Court Help is a website that provides
pro se litigants with information about the court process.).
26. The Modem Courtroom, CT. CALL, https://courtcall.com (last visited Apr. 25, 2019) (Court Call
is a system that allows judges, attorneys, and parties to appear in court remotely.).
27. NYC Consumer Affairs, NYC.GOV, https://wwwl.nyc.gov/site/dca/index.page (last visited Apr.
25, 2019).
28. N.Y. ST. DEP'T FIN. SERVS., https://www.dfs.ny.gov (last visited Apr. 25, 2019).
29. LAWHELPNY .ORG, https://www.lawhelpny.org (last visited Apr. 25, 2019) (Law Help New York
provides information about legal issues and provides resources for individuals looking to bring a claim.).
30. NAT'L CTR. FOR ST. CTS., https://www.ncsc.org (last visited Apr. 25, 2019).
31. About the Section, ABA, https://www.americanbar.org/groups/dispute_resolution/ (last visited Apr.
25, 2019) ("This Section is a global leader in dispute resolution. We advance and promote fair, prompt,
and cost-effective dispute resolution. We convene, facilitate, and support innovative research, education,
debate, and collaboration on dispute resolution policy and practices.").
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Ms. Rogers, interested New York Court staff, or me. Modria, Matterhorn, Settle
mentIQ, the New Media Advocacy Project, and Neota Logic Inc. also repeatedly
answered our que:;tions and provided us with helpful information.
We attempted to contact as many relevant stakeholders as possible (including
creditors, creditor organizations such as the Commercial Lawyers Conference of
New York, debt buyers, and consumer representatives like the City Bar Justice Cen
ter). As we integrated increasingly voluminous amounts of information into the
conceptual system design, we were optimistic that our design ultimately would be
reformatted and issued as an official request for proposals. But as we were moving
forward to issue a formal request for proposals to build the system, a relatively small
group of legal advocates presented surprising and unanticipated resistance. We had
invited legal service providers to participate in our design process from the begin
ning and some legal service providers did participate. They were advised as to each
stage we were proposing in our conceptual design and they offered their feedback
and suggestions. I am not a New York State Court employee and was not involved
with contacting stakeholders, but it is my understanding that Civil Legal Advice
and Resource Office (CLAR0) 32 was invited to participate in our design process at
an early stage like other legal service providers. And we did have a conversation
with a CLARO representative on July 16, 2017. It was only very late in the process
that they declared their opposition.
CLARO explained that it provides limited legal advice to low-income New
Yorkers sued by debt collectors. 33 It does not represent individuals in court, but
instead its volunteer lawyers and consumer law experts explain how alleged debtors
can best represent themselves. To my knowledge, no one involved with the ODR
system design process questions whether CLARO provides valuable assistance to
the clients they advise. In fact, it would improve the debt collection situation dra
matically if every consumer debtor had the opportunity to have a private conversa
tion with an attorney. But the problem is that there simply are not enough attorneys
and resources to provide individual assistance to the tens of thousands of consumer
debtors in New York. CLARO acknowledges in its website video that since January
2007 it has assisted in only 5,000 cases across the five New York boroughs. 34 The
ODR system never was intended to replace legal service organizations like CLARO.
It was intended to help tens of thousands of individuals who currently are not receiving
any support at all.
The irony is that the proposed ODR system would have increased access to
. legal service organizations. It provided multiple opportunities to seek assistance
from legal service providers throughout the ODR process via hyperlinks and contact
information. It also included explicit instructions as to when consumers had abso
lute defenses and should leave the platform and resort to traditional court processes.
Unfortunately, there was a critical lack of understanding. In discussions with those
opposed to the ODR project, it became clear that they were not familiar with ODR
but were trying to understand the concept.
Consumer debt advocates are passionate about their work and are committed
to doing everything possible to assist unrepresented consumer defendants. And their
concerns about ODR are well-founded. Ifthe ODR platform was simply going
32. Why Come to CLARO?, CIV. LEGAL ADVICE & RES. OFF., http://www.claronyc.org/ (last visited
Apr. 25, 2019).
33. Id.
34. Id.
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to send unrepresented consumers into virtual spaces with experienced, sophisticated
debt holders to engage in an unregulated, unsupervised negotiation, then that clearly
would be a problem. That, of course, was not what the ODR platform was going to
do. Even though it was late in the process, the proposal might have survived if
there had been more complete communication.
At this point I wanted to give the individuals opposing the proposal the entire
plan for review. Protections embedded in the proposal and the repeated opportuni
ties to seek outside assistance or return to the off-line court system would have al
leviated their fears. In the end, shortly before an official Request for Proposals was
to be issued, the court system did not believe it could release the final draft of the
proposed system that was going to be the subject of the Request. The legitimate
concern was that the early release of specific information to a small group of select
individuals would expose the request process to the claim that it had been compro
mised or tainted. The numerous interactions with the entities identified above had
all taken place during the drafting process, and no entity had been given the com
plete conceptual design for review or comment.
New York did try to address the opposition's concern. The group opposing the
proposal was shown a summary PowerPoint presentation of the proposed system.
New York honestly believed that this would provide an effective overview and ex
planation of the ODR conceptual design. A temporal, abbreviated visual presenta. tion does not, however, provide the opportunity for reflection and depth that would
have been available through a thorough review of the complete written proposal.
We spoke with a variety of legal service providers during the eighteen months
we worked on the design and have notes recording those conversations. At one of
our final meetings, the group opposing the proposal demanded that we disclose the
names of the legal service representatives with whom we had spoken. New York
decided that because the opposition group was so aggressive, if we disclosed the
names of the legal service attorneys with whom we had spoken, those persons may
also become targets of this group. The legal service providers we had spoken with
had been very helpful in explaining their concerns and it was decided that they
needed to be protected. This was a judgment call not to release the names and
protect those who had cooperated, but unfortunately it further fueled the frustration
and distrust of the group opposing the proposal.
The fears of the consumer debt advocates opposing the ODR platform were not
allayed and they campaigned aggressively against the proposal. The following in
cident provides an example of how threatening innovation and change can be, es
pecially when there is a lack of information and understanding.
The concern that consumer debt advocates have for their clients is obvious.
But that intensity seemed to drift towards a level of suspicion I previously had never
personally experienced. At one of the final in-person meetings with a CLARO rep
resentative and seveal other individuals opposing the platform, one person aligned
with that group implied that I may be promoting an ODR platform because I would
reap a financial benefit. I had no idea what she was talking about. She then sug
gested that I may have a financial relationship with The Hague Institute for Innova
tion of Law (HiiL), a non-profit organization in the Netherlands that had developed
Rechtwijzer. Rechtwijzer was one of the first comprehensive ODR platforms in the
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world and was used for family law disputes. 35 The implication was that I might
personally benefit if New York adopted an ODR platform in which I had a financial
interest.
I never have had a financial relationship with any ODR provider and was puz
zled by the suggestion. Why would she think I had a financial relationship with a
Dutch ODR provider? Then I realized the connection she was trying to make. In
May 2016, I was one of the many speakers at the 15th annual ODR Forum held at
The Hague and sponsored by HiiL. It is an annual global conference that brings
together individuals interested in exchanging ideas about ODR. I was only one of a
long list of presenters at the two-day conference.
Presenters at the conference are responsible for their own expenses. I obvi
ously am very interested in ODR and have attended seven of the annual conferences,
always at my own expense (or the expense of my law school). I genuinely felt bad
that at least one individual in the opposition group was so disturbed at the prospect
of alleged debtors negotiating in virtual spaces that she would assert such an unsup
ported and speculative motivation. But I knew that level of desperation was fueled
in part by a lack of understanding concerning the high level of consumer protection
that had been built into the proposal. I did not take offense and was saddened the
process was unfolding in this manner.
The fact is, however, that there is no guarantee the outcome would have
changed even if the entire conceptual design had been released. Innovation is ex
citing, but implementation can be difficult. And changing an existing legal system
can be especially difficult, particularly if that change will insert technology unfa
miliar to lawyers, court staff, and judges into court processes. The consumer debt
advocates opposing the ODR had valid concerns. It is likely that under any circum
stances implementation of this ODR system would have faced resistance.
The result is that the opposition group was able to stop the proposal. Conse- ,
quently, tens of thousands of unrepresented defendants will not have access to this
platform. This article is intended to help other jurisdictions understand how an
ODR system similar to this one, with the same types of protections, can assist and
protect unrepresented litigants.
Lesson one: Although this suggestion should not be a surprise to anyone, an
ticipate conflicts and resistance. We had a remarkable number of meetings over our
two-year design period and sometimes spoke with interested and potentially af
fected individuals three times a week. But when it comes to innovation there almost
always will be resistance. Sometimes it is caused by a deep investment in the status
quo and sometimes it is simply anxiety and uncertainty about an unknown future.
Whatever the cause, anticipate that there will be resistance and devise a response
strategy.
Lesson two: Enlist the support and involvement of judges and court staff from
the outset. The active participation, or at least the endorsement, of a Supreme Court
Justice or the Chief Judge of the court with which you are working lends immediate
credibility and perhaps even authority to the ODR building process. The New Yok
project did receive direction from higher levels of the court system, but we did not

35. HIIL, https://www.hiil.org/projects/building-agreement-<mline-for-family-conflicts/
Apr. 25, 2019).
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have a judge(s) working closely with us. We took a grass roots approach and as
sumed a thoroughly-researched and well-designed program would work its way rel
atively smoothly up through the required channels. We learned that other divisions
or departments whose participation is essential may not be excited to change the
way they do business. We learned it is impossible to guarantee that ·every stake
holder in the state will participate in the ODR design process even if everyone is
invited. We spent a year reaching out as widely as possible and still did not get
everyone involved to the degree necessary to ensure success.
The state of Utah offers an example of how much more smoothly an ODR pro
cess can progress when high-ranking judges are actively involved. Utah Supreme
Court Justice Deno Himonas has been a strong supporter of ODR from the outset
and has been the leader in Utah's effort to integrate ODR into the official court
system. Utah began its ODR effort about the same time as New York, but the West
Valley City Justice Court already is testing ODR in its small claims courts. 36 With
Justice Himonas's leadership, the court system and the bar associations were more
inclined to take a supportive view of ODR.
Lesson three: If a jurisdiction is going to rely on an outside vendor to build the
ODR platform, which many jurisdictions will do because of the cost and time com
mitment required to build and maintain an internal system, it is important to deter
mine how to collect information and educate yourself about what is possible tech
nologically while still ensuring an unbiased request for proposals bidding process.
It also is critical to not only inform but engage interested stakeholders in the
process as early as possible. If stakeholders are aware of the general direction that
the process is taking, they may not need to see the final comprehensive proposal
before it is issued as a formal Request for Proposals.
Lesson four: Pick your case type carefully. New York State has a tremendous
problem with credit card debt collection cases that is harming tens of thousands of
consumer debtors. It was hoped that ODR would dramatically increase access to
justice by educating unrepresented litigants, helping them avoid default judgments,
and by increasing participation in the debt collection process.
But as I expressed at the first meeting I attended, the protective regulatory
scheme that had been constructed over a period of years was going to be very diffi
cult to duplicate online. Individuals and entities enforcing those protections would
insist that any ODR system include those same protections, no matter how compli
cated. Because most new ODR systems will be pilot projects, the cases should be
of a low value, high volume, relatively unregulated nature.
Proponents should seriously consider whether a pilot ODR project is an appro
priate response to a crisis. In a true crisis people are being significantly harmed,
emotions are strong, people may be inflexible because of a perceived need to hold
fast to a specific position or approach, and time may be of the essence. A new ODR
system may be more acceptable in a less contentious environment. Yet if the choice
is to proceed with a more complicated case type for a pilot project, the lessons
learned in the New York pilot and outlined above apply.

36. Small Claims Online Dispute Resolution Pilot Project (ODR-West Valley City), UTAH CTS.,
https://www.utcourts.gov/smallclaimswvc/ (last updated Sept. 20, 2018).
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Was the New York ODR credit card debt collection project a failure? It was
not. A detailed, comprehensive ODR credit card debt collection platform was cre
ated that someday may be implemented in New York. And if it is not adopted in
New York, then it may be useful in another jurisdiction. Additionally, the experi
ence and insights that have been gained are helping a new, different, second New
York pilot project move forward.
The case type for the second ODR pilot project is far less regulated. The second
proposed ODR system is being designed for lower value cases. Rather than the
original $25,000 limit proposed for the credit card debt collection ODR system, the
new system will accept cases only up to $5,000. A variety of cases will be expressly
excluded. The system will not accept real property cases, commercial cases, land
lord tenant issues, cases involving third party actions, cases with a domestic vio
lence history or an Order of Protection, or cases where only one party is represented.
The cases will be limited to goods and services.
This time the small claims court staff and the Administrative Judge have been
involved from the outset. Administrative Judge for the New York Civil Court Hon.
Anthony Cannataro's support for a new ODR proposal was received before we be
gan drafting any specific proposals. General discussions were had with Judge Can
nataro throughout the drafting process and Assistant Deputy Chief Clerk-New York
County Civil Court Ananias Grajales provided invaluable detailed infor mation and
insights at each stage of the drafting process.
This second ODR project already has moved further forward than the credit
card debt collection proposal. A formal Request for Proposals was issued, and a
vendor has been selected. We already have completed a detailed workflow diagram,
selected the animated characters and drafted the scripts for introductory videos, and
are finishing the pre- and post- ODR participant survey questions.
This second ODR project, unlike our first attempt, will be implemented. Why
am I so confident? Because we are returning to the case type I suggested in October
2016: small claims.
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